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• South Africa's SGDI score of 81% places it third in the region, and CSC score of 82% places
it first in the region with regard to gender and the media.

• Media freedom is threatened in South Africa by the Information Bill.
• The gendered dimensions of press freedom remain on the periphery of freedom of expression

discourse. However, the Print and Digital Media Transformation Task Team (PDMTTT) has
integrated gender in its recommendations on the transformation of the print and digital
media in South Africa.

• Institutions of higher learning are working to mainstream gender in their teaching curriculum.
• Students from these higher learning institutions acknowledge the role of gender and media

literacy to improve their knowledge on gender.
• There are 15 community radio stations working with Gender Links as part of the Centres of

Excellence (COE) for gender in the media project.
• Women make up 28% of news sources in community media higher than the 20% in mainstream

media as measured in the 2010 Gender and Media Progress Study (GMPS).

CHAPTER 9

Articles 29-31

Media, information
and communication

Journalists in South Africa protest against the secrecy bill proposed by the South African
government. Photo: RT News

KEY POINTS
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At 81%, the SADC Gender and Development Index
(SGDI) score for South Africa's media sector is relatively
high and places the country in second position in the
SADC region. Researchers base the SGDI score on several
indicators: women employees as a percentage of total
employees; women as percentage of boards of directors
in media houses; and women as percentage of manage-
ment in media houses. In addition, it looks at women
as a proportion of staff in institutions of media learning;
the proportion of female students in institutions of
media learning; and the proportion of women versus
men news sources in media.

The limitation of the score is that it does not provide
an analysis of the nature of women's participation
beyond the numbers. The indicators on representation
also dilute one of the most important indicators - women
sources, a key measure of voice and representation.

Citizens scored the country's performance on gender
equality in the media at 62%, a steep decline from the
2013 score of 82%. It places South Africa fifth in the
region after Mauritius (72%), Madagascar (72%), Zambia
and Mozambique at 71% and 70% respectively. The
regional average is 64%. This is a significant decline:
from first position to fifth position in one year.

The CSC allows citizens to assess other forms of media
such as advertising, tabloids and Information Commu-
nication Technologies (ICTs) which researchers do not
capture in the SGDI. Apart from the obvious low
representation of women as news sources, other quali-
tative nuances contribute to the overall score.

The country has 22 daily newspapers, 27 major weekly
newspapers, more than 300 community newspapers,
and more than 123 consumer magazines.1 It also has
five television stations, 13 private commercial radio
stations, 92 community radio stations, and 18 public
radio stations. Additionally, South Africa has more than
24 million internet users.

Figure 9.1 demonstrates the different entry points for
gender and the media. This begins with gender-aware
policies and laws, implemented by regulatory authorities.
Audiences, through taking up complaints, make these
policies and laws a reality. Media education and media
development NGOs have the capacity to influence
attitudes, skills and knowledge of media practitioners,
particularly at the entry level, but also through ongoing
courses. Activists and decision-makers, especially women
decision-makers, help to set the gender and media
agenda through well-coordinated campaigns, and a
proactive approach to the media. Ultimately, the ball
is in the court of the media to change. This change
needs to be within the media: that is in its institutional
make up, as well as in media content.

CSC
81%

2

Table 9.1: SGDI and CSC scores for
Media, Information and communication

Scores
Ranks

SGDI
69%

5

The Protocol calls on Member States to ensure that gender is mainstreamed in all
information, communication and media policies, programmes, laws and training in
accordance with the Protocol on Culture, Information and Sport.

Mainstreaming gender in policies, laws and training

Gender equality in the media begins with the policy
framework. Statutory bodies that allocate and regulate
the airwaves govern broadcasting in the region and
elsewhere. Meanwhile, self-regulation is how print

media in governed in most countries in the region.
Some countries have media councils that set the policy
framework for all the media. As the lead agency for
the Media Cluster in the SADC Gender Protocol Alliance

1   http://www.printmedia.org.za/industry
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Figure 9:1: Key entry points for gender in the media
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(SGPA), GL has worked with several regulators in the
SADC region. GL also manages the Gender and Media
Diversity Centre (GMDC) that brings together media
development organisations and training institutions
that “connect, collect and collaborate” on gender in
media training. In South Africa, the GMDC has worked
closely with media studies departments at the Durban
University of Technology (DUT) and the University of
Limpopo.

Media regulation

South Africa's constitution enshrines the principles of
free speech and promotes free expression rights and
media laws, thus creating an enabling media environ-
ment. The 1996 Constitution guarantees “freedom of
the press and other media; freedom to receive or impart
information or ideas.”

South Africa is a signatory to the principles of the
Windhoek Declaration of 1991, the African Charter on
Broadcasting of 2001, and the Declaration of Principles
on Freedom of Expression in Africa. These declarations
and principles broadly recognise the positive role that

the media plays in social, political, and economic
development.

The Independent Communications Authority of South
Africa (ICASA) regulates the communications sector.
Through legislation, ICASA monitors license compliance,
issues licenses, develops regulations and manages the
frequency spectrum. The Press Council, a self-regulator,
addresses public complaints against the print media.
The Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South
Africa, a statutory body, represents the electronic media.

Despite a solid regulatory framework, media freedoms
have increasingly come under threat from political and
commercial interests.

The African National Congress has called for a Media
Appeals Tribunal, which many see as a serious threat
to media freedom. The tribunal would be a parlia-
mentary committee that adjudicates appeals on decisions
taken by the independent Press Ombudsman. The South
African National Editor's Forum (SANEF) and other
media lobby groups have raised concerns and remain
fundamentally opposed to the creation of such a
tribunal.

The ANC finally released its Mangaung conference
resolutions on Monday, including those on the media
- and it looks like 2013 is going to be as tense as ever
when it comes to relations between the ruling party
and the people who report on it.

The battle of ideas is back! So if you thought the biggest
headache facing South African newspapers was whether
The New Age breakfasts give advertisers and sponsors
more bang for their bangers, think again.

The battle plan is outlined in the ruling party's resolu-
tions on “print media transformation, accountability
and diversity,” finalised at the Mangaung conference
and released on Monday after the party's national
executive committee (NEC) lekgotla.

In short, despite the best efforts of the newspaper
industry and its editorial decision-makers, the ANC has
committed itself to revisiting and revising its own Media
Charter (developed during the heady revolutionary days
of 1992) and pushing ahead this year with:

• Parliamentary hearings on the proposed Media
Appeals Tribunal (MAT), in part because it still believes
the real conversation has to happen, and in part
because it does not have a definitive view from the
print media on its own attempts to develop an
alternative.

Return of the Media Appeals Tribunal

• Parliamentary hearings on the lack of transformation
in the newspaper industry, in part because it does
not regard the industry's approach of “self-
transformation” as being particularly credible or
meaningful.

• A Competition Commission investigation into
monopolistic practices in the newspaper industry, in
part because it believes the industry connives to keep
out alternative/smaller voices.

The ANC resolutions note that the print media ran its
own relatively successful process last year to set up an
alternative to the largely-discredited Press Council, and

The Media Appeals Tribunal has been pilloried by the South African press,
including in the above cartoon by Zapiro.

       Photo: Zapiro in the Sunday Times
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Media regulations that threaten press freedom and
expression include:
• The Films and Publications

Amendment Bill (including
social media and blogs):
threatens to restrict individual
freedom of expression. This
bill would amend the Films
and Publications Act 65 of
1996,  prohibit ing the
distribution of a publication
containing hate speech, but
exempting scientific, docu-
mentary, dramatic, artistic,
literary, or religious publi-
cations, publications that amount to a bona fide
discussion, argument, or opinion on a matter
pertaining to religion, belief or conscience and
publications that discuss a matter of public interest.
The Films and Publications Act estab-lished the Film
and Publications Board, with the objective of
regulating the creation, production, possession and
distribution of certain publications and films through
classification, imposition of age restrictions, and giving
of consumer advice. The amendment bill seeks to
broaden the act to include regulating what media
practitioners may or may not publish or broadcast,
to protect children from exposure to inappropriate
material. The bill proposes that practitioners must
submit publications that could harm children to a
classification office before publication.

to try to head off the ANC's push for a MAT. It also
notes that the Press Freedom Commission (PFC) came
up with recommendations for regulating the print
media that the ANC “largely supported.”

The same cannot be said for the newspaper industry
itself, however, nor its editorial leadership. As the ANC
states, “there is uncertainty on the extent of the
implementation of the entire recommendations of the
PFC.”

As a result of this lack of clarity, the ruling party will
be summonsing newspaper owners and players (one
presumes this includes the SA National Editors' Forum,
SANEF, but excludes social clubs like Pretoria's National
Press Club) to explain to a parliamentary inquiry exactly
which PFC recommendations they accept, and which
they reject. And, crucially, why the ANC shouldn't still
push ahead with a MAT.

It's a pretty urgent conversation, particularly as the old
Press Council has already gone ahead with metamor-
phosing into a “new” Press Council - although some of

the changes are akin to putting lipstick on a pig. For
example, the head of the old Press Council, Joe Tlholoe,
was appointed head of the new one last month. And
former Press Council deputy ombudsman Johann Retief
is now ombudsman of the new one. Plus ça change, as
they say in French.

One can't help wondering whether the MAT Revival
Showdown could have been circumvented if the ANC
had received a more specific response to the PFC
proposals from organisations like Print & Digital Media
South Africa (PDMSA) and SANEF, rather than apparent
cherry-picking based on “we like this, we don't like
that.” But ostrich tendencies are nothing new in South
Africa's newspaper industry.

The ruling party's response, therefore, is that “the ANC
reaffirms the need for Parliament to conduct an inquiry
on the desirability and feasibility of MAT within the
framework of the country's Constitution that is
empowered to impose sanctions without the loss of
any constitutional rights.”2

Article by Chris Vick, Daily Maverick, 5 Feb 2013.

• The Protection of Information Bill: The centralisation
of information affects public access to information.
The Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000
aimed to implement the constitutional right of access
to any information held by the state and any
information held by another person, and is required
for the exercise or protection of any rights. However,
the Protection of Information Act 84 of 1982, an
apartheid-era law still on the books, deals with various
offences related to the disclosure and/or publication
of classified information - without specifying what is
classified, how it can be declassified, and how such
information is to be dealt with by the courts. Freedom
of expression activists see the Protection of Information
Bill as reversing these gains.

• Other laws that limit access include the Defence Act
42 of 2002, which states that no person may publish
any classified information without authority to do so.
In addition, the National Key Points Act 102 of 1980
provides that no person may furnish any information
relating to the security measures or incidents involving
strategic facilities such as airports, power plants, and
the South African Reserve Bank without being legally
obliged or otherwise entitled to do so. Finally, the
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 restricts publication
of certain information relating to criminal proceedings.
Section 205 of the Act compels journalists to reveal
their sources and empowers the courts to imprison
anyone who refuses to disclose information relating
to criminal investigation.

A button used as part of a campaign
against the secrecy bill.

2 http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2013-02-05-return-of-the-media-appeals-tribunal-and-other-media-wars/#.VEeAMU0cTFM accessed October
2014.
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In December 2013, activists accused South Africa's
president of signing the Protection of State Information
(Secrecy Bill) after legislators mixed it up in a “bundle
of parliamentary papers.” The bill prevents media from
publishing certain stories as it allows the state to classify
a broad range of information as secret. The bill does
not protect a journalist or whistle-blower from arrest
or imprisonment for passing or publishing classified
information that would be a threat to national security.

Gender policies in media houses

GL's research on gender in and
through the media led to the
conclusion that the only way to
effect change in the long term is
to work directly with media houses
in developing gender policies and
action plans; support journalists

through on-the-job training; and
monitor progress through self-administered monitoring
tools.

GL began this journey by working with the Southern
African Editor's Forum (SAEF) on the Media Action Plan
on HIV and AIDS and Gender (known simply as MAP).
GL managed the policy unit of MAP that succeeded in
rolling out gender-aware HIV and AIDS policies to 280
newsrooms, or 80% of media houses in Southern Africa,
between 2006 and 2010. This close up engagement with
media institutions paved the way for the globally
unprecedented COE process.

The ten-stage process involves working directly with
media houses to devise gender policies and action plans,
and then monitor their implementation using a self-

monitoring tool. Stage seven of the project involves
capacity building for journalists based on the ten
thematic areas of the SADC Gender Protocol. This ensures
that the media is able to report effectively on all the
provisions of the Protocol from a gender perspective.

In South Africa, 15 Limpopo-based community media
houses have given buy-in to mainstream gender in
institutional practice and media house content. These
media entities have bought into the idea of a long-
term relationship with Gender Links that will see them
go through a ten-stage COE process. In 2013, stake-
holders at these stations looked at adopting their draft
policies by the end of the year. This has not happened,
and only two radio stations - Radio Turf and Palaborwa
FM - have adopted gender policies.

During the 2013 16 Days of Activism campaign, the
media houses that form part of the COE process in South
Africa received training on reporting gender-based
violence.

Gender in media education and training

Media education and media development NGOs have
the capacity to influence attitudes, skills and knowledge
of media practitioners, particularly at the entry level,
but also through ongoing courses. Mainstreaming
gender in the curriculum and implementing institutional
mechanisms that ensure that gender is a component of
curriculum reviews is key to taking a holistic approach
to gender mainstreaming.

Participants at the 2010 World Journalism Education Conference at South
Africa's Rhodes University.        Photo: Jennifer Lewis
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Region

South Africa

University of Fort Hare
University of Johannesburg
University of Limpopo
Stellenbosch University
University of Venda
University of Witwatersrand

%
Female

CurriculumPoliciesStudentsStaff

44%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

28%

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

39

43
22
49
38
53
31

61

57
78
51
62
47
69

64

57
11
67
67
40
25

%
Male

%
Female

%
Male

Gender
Sexual

harassment

Gender
considered in

curriculum
review

Committee/
individual

responsible for
gender

mainstreaming

Institution

28%

No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

16%

No
No
No
No
No
No

36

43
89
33
33
60
75

Table 9.2: Key gender indicators for South African media training institutions

SOURCE: GIME South Africa 2010.

Table 9.2 illustrates findings from the 2010 report on
Gender in Media Education (GIME) conducted by Gender
Links. It shows that half of the surveyed training
institutions have more female staff members. The
University of Johannesburg media department has the
highest proportion of female staff members in the
country (89%) followed by the University of the
Witwatersrand at 75% and University of Venda at 60%.
The University of Limpopo and Stellenbosch media
studies departments have the lowest proportion of
female staff at 33%.

It is also worth noting that most universities have more
female students, while four out of the six institutions
have gender policies and all the institutions have sexual
harassment policies. Only two institutions - Stellenbosch
University and the University of the Witwatersrand -
have considered gender in their curriculum reviews.
The Durban University of Technology (DUT) is training
students to produce gender-aware media content.

Professors do this by analysing current media content
and improving the curriculum and learning materials.
They also modify how lecturers present media courses
by viewing the curricula through a gender lens.
According to Maude Blose, a lecturer at DUT, “bouncing
off ideas between male and female students showed
them that things aren't as they seem, and that although
gender balance is often taken for granted this has
negative impacts.” It is important that lecturers teach
students from an early age to be aware of such issues,
especially since they will be the country's future media
practitioners and have to make crucial decisions on the
type of content distributed to society.

The University of Limpopo, which works closely with
the 15 community radio stations that form part of the
COE programme, is another example of a media training
institution that is taking gender main-streaming to
heart.
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The Protocol calls on Member States to take measures to promote the equal representation
women in the ownership and decision-making structures of the media, in accordance
with Article 12.1 that provides for equal representation of women in decision-making
positions by 2015.

Representation of women and men in the media

Building on the findings of the GIME research, the
GMDC has been rolling out Centres of Excellence (COEs)
on gender in media education in institutions of higher
learning in Southern Africa. The main objective of the
GIME COE process is to contribute to the SADC Gender
Protocol targets of achieving gender equality in and
through the media by helping training institutions
mainstream gender in policy and teaching curriculum.

This project, which targets at least seven media and
journalism training institutions in SADC, involves
administering a gender scorecard that outlines
parameters and gender indicators for the sector.
Participants then use the scorecard to benchmark
progress.

Stakeholders base the project rationale on the key
findings of the GIME and GMPS studies, which both
demonstrate that gender training for journalists and
trainee journalists is key to shifting the gender
imbalances in the media.

GL, in partnership with UNESCO's International
Programme for the Development of Communication
(IPDC), engaged with institutions of higher learning in
Southern Africa to mainstream gender in media and
journalism education and training curriculum in order
to contribute towards integrating gender into all aspects
of the media in Africa.

In addition, the project contributes to the notion that
the media is a platform for democratic discourse that
reflects a diversity of views and interests in society. It
supports the principle that good journalism is about
accuracy, balance and fairness. An absence of women
and women's voices in the media compromises these
principles', thus promoting gender is about fair and
ethical journalism.

Trainers from six institutions met at the 2014 Regional
SADC Gender Protocol Summit to agree on a process
manual to take the GIME project forward. Trainers
discussed how they could improve the modules and
how trainers can incorporate them in curricula. The
group also looked at possible assessments that trainers
can use, as well as resources trainers can source from
the GL website.

The GIME COE project builds on progress made working
with media and journalism training institutions on
gender and media literacy training as well as sexual
harassment workshops during the 16 Days of Activism
campaigns. As part of university outreach, the institutions
of higher learning went to councils and municipalities
that GL has been working with.

They took the participants through the gender and
media literacy course. Some of the outputs include first-
hand accounts of GBV, campaigns, written articles and
analyses of media monitoring during the period. Many
trainers entered the Gender in Media Education category
ahead of the April 2014 Summit, and seven went on to
present best practices at the Summit.

Mainstreaming gender in media training
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In 2009, GL conducted an audit of women and men in
South African media houses as part of the Glass Ceilings:
Women and Men in Southern African Media. This study
followed two previous studies initiated by the South
African National Editor's Forum (SANEF).

In South Africa, researchers based the study on investi-
gations carried out with 11 mainstream media houses,
with a total of 11 750 employees. Researchers conducted
in-depth case studies of two media houses and
interviewed four journalists/senior managers/editors for

Gender and media activists strategise about the GIME COE process at a
GMDC meeting in November 2013.        Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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their perspectives on the results. A further 24 senior
staff responded to perception questionnaires. In total,
126 media houses (approximately half of all media
houses1) in 142 of the 15 countries of the SADC region,
representing 23 678 employees, participated in the
research. Some 463 respondents filled in the perception
questionnaires.

Key findings of the study include:
• There is gender parity in South African

media houses: Lesotho has the highest
number of female media employees (73%)
followed by South Africa, with 50%, in the
SADC region. The proportion of women
working in media houses in South Africa is
considerably higher than the regional
average of 41%. The findings of the Glass Ceiling
study indicate that women comprise 45% of positions
in South African newsrooms. It is not possible to say
if newsrooms have achieved gender parity since Glass
Ceiling Two.

• There is generally a high proportion of women
in the South African media: Six of the 11 media
houses in the sample have more than 50% women.
The other five have between 42% and 49% women.
The proportion of women in the South African media
is between 42-60%. This is the smallest differential
between the highest and lowest proportion of women
in media in the region.

• But, these figures change at decision-making
level: Women remain underrepresented on boards
of directors (38%), at top management (25%) and at
senior management (35%) levels. This is in line with
both the regional findings and the Glass Ceiling
findings for newsrooms.

• Women constitute just more than one third of
the boards of directors: Women constitute 38% of
those on boards of directors in media houses in South
Africa, compared to 28% in the regional study.

• But women barely feature in top management:
Women occupy a quarter of top management posts
in media houses in South Africa; slightly more than
the regional average of 23% and slightly less than
the 27% of women in top management in newsrooms
in the Glass Ceiling study.

• South Africa also has low numbers of women
in senior management positions: Women
constitute 35% of those in senior management in
media houses in South Africa; higher than the regional
average of 28% and the Glass Ceiling finding of 33%.
These findings for women in senior management
point to the “glass ceiling” that women experience

in the media and the challenges they face in breaking
into management.

• High proportions of women in the South African
media work part time or on a non-permanent
basis: Women (61%) remain more likely (39%) to
work in part time positions. Women constitute 56%
of those employed on a non-permanent basis. The
regional average for women in part time positions is
23%, and 36% for non-permanent employment. This
reflects a much higher level of job insecurity for
women in the South African media sector.

Gender in newsrooms

The Gender and Media Progress Study (2010)
produced several interesting findings on the
gender division of newsrooms in South
Africa.

There are more women presenters than
women reporters:  Women constitute 49%
of all reporters (higher than the regional average of
29%) and 55% of TV presenters. Women constitute
33% of print reporters (25% in the region). This suggests
that women are more valued for their physical than
mental attributes.

However, women predominate as radio reporters:
An interesting finding in South Africa is that women
(55%) predominate as radio reporters (compared to the
regional average of 30%.

South Africa has examples of interesting gender
benders in beats: While there is still a gender division
of labour in newsrooms, with men predominating in
hard, and women in soft, beats, this is not as clear-cut
in South Africa as in the past. Women reporters consti-
tute 40% and 29% of those reporting on economics
and politics respectively. While men dominate sports
reporting at 87%, there has been a shift since the
Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS) and women
now comprise 13% of sports reporters compared to 7%
in 2003.

Having more women in top and senior manage-
ment positions does not necessarily result in more
women sources. In South Africa women make up just
more than a third of those in senior management
positions (35%) and a quarter of those in top
management, yet women make up less than a quarter
of media sources.

Women journalists do access more women sources,
but not enough:  Women journalists access 29%
women sources while men journalists access 16% women
sources.
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The Protocol calls on Member States to encourage the media to give equal voice to women
and men in all areas of coverage, including increasing the number of programmes for,
by and about women on gender specific topics and that challenge gender stereotypes.

The Protocol urges member states to take measures to discourage the media from:
• Promoting pornography and violence against all persons, especially women and children;

• Depicting women as helpless victims of violence and abuse;
• Degrading or exploiting women, especially in the area of entertainment and advertising, and undermining

their role and position in society; and
• Reinforcing gender oppression and stereotypes.

Gender in media content

Following the 2010 GMPS and the 2011 media
monitoring, which served as baselines for the proportion
of women sources, GL has worked with media houses
to conduct a follow-up self-monitoring exercise. Seventy-
six out of 108 media COEs participated in this exercise,
compared to 157 in the GMPS and 30 in the 2011
monitoring. The high number of media houses that
participated in the exercise is evidence of media practi-
tioners taking ownership and greater accountability for
performance against key gender and media indicators.

The 2010 GMPS study showed that women remain
underrepresented as news sources in mainstream media,
making up just 20% of sources. Media continues to tell
news from a male perspective. Some of the key findings
of the GMPS include:

Research showed a marginal increase in the
proportion of women sources from 19% in the
2003 GMBS to 20% in the GMPS: This is slightly higher
than the regional average of 19%, but at 80% of all
news sources, men in South Africa still predominate in
the news.

Differences exist in the way print, television and
radio gain access to women sources: At 23%, radio
has the highest proportion of women sources, followed
by television at 21%. Print media has the lowest pro-
portion of women sources (19%).

Women remain more likely to be seen than heard:
Women constitute 25% of all images in newspapers in
South Africa (27% in the regional study) compared with
19% of news sources in the print media.

Women's voices remain most accessed in “soft”
beats: These include sex and sexuality (45%), gender
equality (38%) and education (33%). Women's voices

remain least heard in topics such as sports (10%),
mining and culture, and tradition (15%) and economics
(16%).

The voices of older women and girl children remain
absent from the media: Most women sources are in
the 26-49 age group. Before and after this, women and
girl children disappear from the news.

Gender biases in occupational categories remain
pronounced: Women predominate as homemakers
(78%), beauty contestants (67%), social workers (64%)
and sex workers (60%). Research found journalists did
not interview any women miners and women comprise
just 5% of the sources in sports coverage. Women also
make up 9% of those interviewed in the occupational
category.

Women remain more likely to be identified by a
personal tag than men do: Of the total number of
women sources, reporters identified 9% by personal
tags such as mother, wife or daughter as compared to
3% of men who journalists identified as father, son or
husband.

Monitoring media house content

Eighteen community media institutions participated in
the 2013 media COE self-monitoring exercise. Researchers
used this activity to gauge media house progress in
mainstreaming gender in editorial content. The study
revealed that women make up 28% of news sources in
community media. This is eight percentage points higher
than the 20% recorded in the GMPS for mainstream
media. This figure serves as a baseline for the community
media sector, which did not form part of the GMPS. GL
is in the process of analysing data from individual media
houses.
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The media has a role to play in changing attitudes,
perceptions, and mind-sets when it comes to gender
violence. Over the last decade, GL has conducted training
workshops with the media in 12 SADC countries and all
nine provinces of South Africa. GL and GEMSA have
trained gender activists on strategic communications,
making use of the 16 Days of Activism campaign.

While stakeholders have set targets for the reduction
of gender violence, it continues to escalate in some

communities. Media's coverage of GBV does not fully
capture the extent of the problem, which is illustrated
by Violence Against Women (VAW) studies conducted
by GL in four provinces of South Africa. The results show
that in the Gauteng province of South Africa, more
than half the women surveyed (51.2%) have experienced
some form of violence (emotional, economic, physical
or sexual) in their lifetime and 78.3% of men in the
province admit to perpetrating some form of violence
against women.

The Protocol calls on the media to take appropriate measures to encourage the media
to play a constructive role in the eradication of gender-based violence by adopting
guidelines, which ensure gender- sensitive coverage.

Coverage of gender based violence in South African media

Nthavela
Polokwane Express
Sikhukhune News
Greater Tzaneen
Zebediela
Sikhukhune Radio

Table 9.3: Proportion of women sources
in individual community media

48
37
33
29
21
18

Media house Proportion men
sources

52
63
77
71
79
82

Proportion
women sources

Source: 2013 South Africa Gender Barometer.
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Figure 9.2: Progress in media house scores by country 2014 GSC
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Figure 9.2 shows that that there has been an increase
in the GCS in nine of the 12 countries following the
self-monitoring exercise. The score for South Africa
increased from 68% to 81%, placing South Africa second
after Mauritius, which scored 86%. The score for the
country is above the regional average.

Table 9.3 shows that none of the surveyed community
media access an equal number of men and women's
voices in editorial content. Nthavela has the highest
proportion of women sources at 48% followed by
Polokwane Express at 37%. Sikhukhune News scored
the lowest proportion of women sources at 18%. The
ongoing capacity building workshops for journalists
will help increase women's voices in the media.
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Emotional violence - a form of violence not well defined
in domestic violence legislation and thus not well
reflected in police data - is the most commonly reported
form of violence, with 43.7% women experiencing and
65.2% men admitting to its perpetration. One in four
women in the province has experienced sexual violence
in their lifetime. An even greater proportion of men
(37.4%) disclosed perpetrating sexual violence.

The studies also found that more than two thirds of
women (77%) in Limpopo have experienced some form
of gender-based violence in their lifetime including
partner and non-partner violence. About half of men
in Limpopo (48%) admit to perpetrating GBV at least
once in their lifetime.

An analysis of South Africa's media coverage of GBV
shows that although GBV remains a serious problem,
media has not given it the attention that it needs.
According to the GMPS (2010) findings:

Media does not reflect the country's high incidence
of GBV: Gender-based violence and stories that

mentioned GBV accounted for just 3% of the topics
covered. This is lower than regional average of 4%
despite South Africa having amongst the highest levels
of gender-based violence in the world.

Men speak most on GBV, which mainly affects
women: Women make up only a small percentage of
sources in stories about, or that mention, GBV. Men
speak for women even on issues that affect women
most intimately.

Survivors constitute a low proportion of all sources
on GBV:  Women who have experienced and survived
GBV only constitute 15% of those who speak on GBV.

Rape dominates GBV coverage in South Africa:
Rape coverage, at 24%, constitutes the highest pro-
portion of coverage on GBV, followed by child abuse
(18%) and domestic violence (12%). Media barely covers
stories on support for survivors and sexual harassment;
both constitute 1% of the total coverage.

Charmaine Carrol from Inkanyiso Online Media uses
online media to highlight the issues faced by the gay
community, especially lesbian women in South Africa.

“The vicious killing of lesbian women in South Africa
has seen an escalation in the recent years at a point
when society is meant to be more tolerant and accepting
of people with a different sexual preference.

I choose to cover stories of hate-crime and usually
corrective rape in the lesbian community because those
are the stories that are least covered by your traditional
mainstream media. I cover stories where the victim
usually lives far from the CBD or comes from a not so
wealthy home environment. When I was working in
Ratanda east of Johannesburg, a lesbian woman was
brutally murdered. When the murder happened, I was

the first person they contacted and
so I followed the story.

Monday to Saturday I drove every
day to Heidelberg Ratanda. The
hardest part was speaking to the
late victim's mother, convincing the
family as to why this story needed
to be documented, the family
fearing that I was there to make a
quick buck with the loss of their
child. I couldn't blame them for
thinking that because as black
people have been exploited and
violated many a times by people
who held big cameras in the past.
Eventually I was given full access to
cover the story and I have been
covering stories like these ever
since.”

Source: Adapted from an interview with
Charmaine Carrol at the 2014 South Africa

SADC Gender Protocol@Work summit
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The burial site of a lesbian victim of a hate crime and “correctional” rape.        Photo: Inkanyiso
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Figure 9.5: Women politicians as news sources in 2014
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Figure 9.4: Topics covered in the media
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Gender and media coverage of the 2014 elections

The 2014 elections coincided with 20 years of democracy
for South Africa, since the country held its first
democratic elections in 1994. As such, the occasion
presented a momentous opportunity to raise key issues
around gender equality and equal participation of
women and men in democratic processes.  Many
commentators and analysts also drew comparisons
between the three different constitutionally elected
presidents of South Africa and their former cabinets.
These included Nelson Mandela, Thabo Mbeki and the
current President Jacob Zuma.

An analysis of the media's coverage of the 2014 South
African national elections shows that, although it
continues to be male-dominated, there is improvement
compared to the 2009 national elections. The way media
accessed women's voices and covered female politicians
illustrates this. Likewise, the gendered analysis of election
results in various media outlets shows that South African
media is beginning to play its role in raising key issues
around gender and governance. However, gender still
received far less coverage compared to other topics.
This research bases this section on qualitative analysis
conducted by Gender Links, in the run up to, during

and after the elections as well as the quantitative media
monitoring study conducted by Media Monitoring Africa
(MMA).3

Figure 9.3 illustrates that monitoring by the MMA shows
that women constituted 25.2% of news sources in the
2014 elections compared to 24% in the 2009 elections
and 22% in the 2004 elections. Women occupied key
positions in several parties in the 2014 elections.
However, the proportion of women's voices is still a far
cry from parity, considering that women make up 52%
of South Africa's population. One of the media's roles
is to give voice to all constituent groups in society.4

Figure 9.3: Women politicians as news sources in 2014
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3 Gender in the 2014 South Africa National Elections, Lowe-Morna C, Mbadlanyana N, Ndlovu S and Robinson K.
4 Ibid.

Figure 9.4 shows that, although media showed a small
improvement in its coverage compared to the 2004
elections, gender has remained at the periphery,
constituting just 2% of topics covered. Voter education
(37%), Election results (29%) and election funding (29%)
dominated media space. The media clearly did not make
gender an election issue. This is a missed opportunity
considering that this is the last election in South Africa
before the 2015 targets for both Millennium
Development Goal three (gender equality) and the
SADC Protocol on Gender and Development.
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Figure 9.5 shows that women politicians constituted
22.2% of those speaking during the elections. Research
found that this mostly comprised the leaders or
spokespersons of political parties, including Helen
Zille, leader of the Democratic Alliance, Lindiwe
Mazibuko, the former Democratic Alliance parliamentary
leader, and Mamphela Ramphele, leader of Agang.

Public Protector Thuli Madonsela also received signi-
ficant coverage during this period, although media
linked most of it to the Nkandla inquiry and
investigations of Jacob Zuma's private home. This,
together with the increased media coverage of
opposition parties, is testimony to the maturing of
South Africa's democracy.

Figure 9.6: Coverage of politicians during the 2014 South African elections
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Figure 9.6 presents further analysis of the coverage of
different politicians and shows that Democratic Alliance
leader Helen Zille received the second highest coverage
at 7.46%, after ANC leader Jacob Zuma, who garnered
8.15% of coverage. Four women formed part
of the group of the top 15 politicians covered
by the media. Lindiwe Mazibuko is ranked
seventh at 2.72% of the coverage, Mamphela
Ramphele is eighth at 1.96% and Zanele
KaMagwaza Msibi came in 15th, garnering
0.99% of coverage. All these women occupy
high-ranking political positions or prominence
in politics, thus there is a direct correlation
between women's coverage and their
positions in party politics.5

Women and men in front page coverage

The elections period saw a number of media
outlets putting women politicians on the
front page of newspapers. The Mail &
Guardian, 23-29 May, led with the headline
“Leaders losing their grip” with a photo of Helen Zille
and Jacob Zuma standing side by side.

The story gives credit to Zille, stating that, “she has
managed to grow the party and has tightened her grip

on its parliamentary caucus.” This is a sign of media's
increasingly progressive coverage of male and female
politicians, which is a shift from the 2009 “gutter fights”
witnessed in the media.

Another example is The Star on 16 May,
which led with a story under the headline
“Ramphele bails out.” Whilst this story
predicted doom for Agang after
Ramphele's exit, it at least featured a
story about a female candidate and
female-led party. The story also quotes
Helen Zille, who expresses her disappoint-
ment at Ramphele's decision.6

The Star on 17 May also carried an
infographic of how different political
parties promote animal welfare. While
on face value, this may have seemed like
an SPCA advertorial, the picture is about
women claiming their space in gover-
nance alongside men. This kind of

coverage is indicative of the way that South African
media has normalised women's participation in politics.
Having Zuma and Zille stand side by side is a shift from
years gone by when most people in media viewed
politics as a male domain.

5 SA National Elections report, 2014.
6 Ibid.
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Media and the Post 2015 agenda

The SADC Gender Protocol media provi-
sions lead the way in terms of global
targets and indicators for gender in the
media. The Protocol is one of the few
instruments that covers key areas in this
sector, including media policy, regu-

lation, training and content. The Protocol
encourages media and media-related bodies

to mainstream gender in their codes of conduct, policies
and procedures, and adopt and implement gender-
aware ethical principles, codes of practice and policies
in accordance with the Protocol on Culture, Information
and Sport.

The SADC Gender and Development Index (SGDI), which
expands on the specific indicators for the targets, further
strengthens the SADC Protocol media provisions.
Researchers can measure all the targets in the Protocol
except for those on coverage of gender-based violence.
The Protocol calls on the media to play an active role
in eradicating gender-based violence.

The dawning of 2015 presents an opportunity for media
stakeholders to reflect on gains made as well as to

harmonise efforts in achieving media targets in different
gender instruments. Following the Beijing Plus 20 and
ahead of the UN Conference on Women in 2014, civil
society and gender and media activists have continued
to call for stronger gender and media provisions in post-
2015 instruments.

South Africa is one of the countries in Southern Africa
that arguably has the richest set of data on gender
and the media. Key studies mentioned in this chapter
include the Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS)
of 2003, the 2010 Gender and Media Progress Study
(GMPS), Glass Ceilings in Newsrooms (2009) and the
Gender in Media Education (GIME) study 2010.  As the
gender and media lead agency in Southern Africa, GL
has also conducted periodic monitoring to check
progress in women's voices as well as other institutional
indicators such as the policy framework and working
environments.

As with all of the Protocol targets, the media targets
do not have specific indicators. The SGDI devised five
indicators based on available research. A weakness of
the SGDI is that it relies far too heavily on institutional
indicators (women in media houses and media training
institutions) and not enough on media content. The
media content indicators are not qualitative. Below is
a table with proposed post-2015 media targets and
indicators.

SGP Post 2015

Table 9.4: Proposed media targets and indicators post 2015

Thematic area/target Proposed post-2015 indicatorsProposed post-2015 targets

1. Promote the equal representation of
women as teaching staff and students
in institutions of media learning

2. Ensure that media institutions of
learning adopt gender policies and
mainstream gender in their teaching
curriculum by 2030

3. Take measures to promote the equal
representation of women in ownership,
and decision-making structures, of the
media by 2030

1. Female percentage of staff in
institutions of media learning8

2. Percentage of female students in
institutions of media learning9

3. Number of courses/modules that
mainstream gender

4. Gender in media education score

5. Women employees as percentage
of total11

6. Women as percentage of board of
directors12

1. Female percentage of
staff in institutions of
media learning

2. Female percentages of
students in institutions of
media learning

3. Women employees as
percentage of total10

4. Women as percentage of
board of directors

5. Women as percentage of
management

6. Use of media to create
awareness on current
issues

Priority indicators7

Take measures to
promote the equal
representation of
women in ownership,
and decision-making

Gender in media education

Gender in the media

7 Priority indicators were identified at the Post 2015 Roundtable discussion on 16 October, participants included the Department of Trade and Industry,
SAWID, Women in the Presidency M and E unit, WDB Trust, Commission for Gender Equality, Sonke Gender Justice, Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs.

8 Glass ceiling, Global Report on the status of women in the news and media.
9 Gender in Media Education.
10 Glass ceiling, Global Report on the status of women in the news and media.
11 Glass ceiling, Global Report on the status of women in the news and media.
12 Glass ceiling, Global Report on the status of women in the news and media.
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13 Glass ceiling, Global Report on the status of women in the news and media.
14 Global impact study, Demographic survey.

Thematic area/target Proposed post-2015 indicatorsProposed post-2015 targets
4. Ensure equal opportunities for both

female and male editors
5. Media Commission to enforce gender-

sensitive reporting
6. Ensure that media houses adopt

gender policies or mainstream gender
in their codes of conduct

7. Encourage the media to give equal
voice to women and men in all areas
of coverage by 2030

8. Ensure that media mainstream gender
in editorial content and programming

9. Ensure that media regulatory bodies
enforce gender sensitive reporting
standards

10. Take measures to discourage the
media from:

    • Promoting pornography and violence
against all persons, especially women
and children;

    • Depicting women as helpless victims
of violence and abuse;

11. Degrading or exploiting women,
especially in the area of entertainment
and advertising, and undermining their
role and position in society; and

12. Reinforcing gender oppression and
stereotypes

13. Encourage advertising regulatory
authorities to adopt gender-aware
codes of conduct and ethical principles
to reduce stereotypical representation
of women in advertising by 2030

14. Ensure that half the women (including
those in rural areas) have access to
public information by 2030

15. Ensure that citizens, especially
women, have access to all least one
medium, including new media
platforms by 2030

16. Ensure that all citizens have the
freedom to express their opinions in
all public and private forums

7. Women as percentage of
management13

8. Gender in the media score

9. Percentage of stories with more
than three sources

10. Percentage of women news
sources

11. Percentage of women news
sources in economics, sports and
politics

12. Percentage of women who
participate in radio talk shows

13. Percentage gender aware stories

14. Percentage of gender aware GBV
stories

15. Percentage of women in adverts
16. Percentage gender-aware adverts
17. Percentage men who say it is not

fine for advertisers to use sexy
images of women to market their
products

18. Percentage  of women with access
to public information14

19. Gender score for media and ICT
policies

20. Percentage women with access to
ICTs

Priority indicators
structures, of the media,
in accordance with
Article 12.1 that
provides for equal
representation of
women in decision-
making positions by
2015

Encourage the media to
give equal voice to
women and men in all
areas of coverage

Gender in media content

Gender in advertising

Access to information and ICT policy
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There is a need to include media in activities that seek
to mainstream gender in institutional practice and
content. It is particularly important for the SABC to join
these initiatives because of its wide reach and the fact
that as a public broadcaster it has a public service
mandate. Other priorities for media stakeholders and
gender activists include:
• Create a synergy between media houses, and media/

journalism schools to enhance reporting on gender.
Collaboration between these sectors will ensure
mentorship and collaboration on projects that seek
to advance gender equality.

• Get buy-in from media institutions to do gender
mainstreaming through the GL COE process.

• Follow-up media monitoring studies for COE media
as well as non-COE media.

• Collect evidence of impact in the 16 community radio
stations that have draft gender policies.

• Strengthen media activism in the country throughout
the year, not only during the 16 Days of Activism.

• Host a high-level partner meeting to chart a clear
gender and media agenda ahead of the 2015 UN
Conference on Women. It is essential that the SADC
Gender Protocol Alliance broadens its discussions and
begins engaging with other organisations outside the
SADC region. East Africa is already working on
strengthening its interventions ahead of 2015.

• Establish new baselines from 2015 to 2030:  Learning
from the experiences of the last seven years, gender
and media activists should work to invigorate targets
and indicators for the period 2015 to 2013, to ensure
enhanced delivery of quantitative and qualitative
results.

Next steps
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